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Extra fast finishers

English plus Elementary Extra fast finishers • Units 2–3

2–3
 Reading P

1 Look at the photos. What time in British history do they show? Tick (✓) a, b or c. 

a  1500 b  1800 c  1900
 Now read the article about Alice’s summer holiday and check your answer.

2 For questions 1–8 choose the correct word,  
A, B, C or D, for each space. 

1 A wear B wears C is wearing D does wear
2 A does B makes C ’s doing  D like
3 A to B so C for D at
4 A are living  B lived C living D live
5 A because  B want C and D but
6 A meals B activities C housework D washing
7 A are B isn’t C haven’t D aren’t
8 A so B but C why D because

Alice is a student. She usually 1   jeans and T-shirts, and in 
her free time she usually listens to her MP3 player, reads magazines 
and hangs out with her friends. But at the moment she’s wearing a 
long, old-fashioned dress and a hat. She 2   her morning 
job – cooking breakfast for all the people who are working in the 
fields. Why?

Alice is spending three weeks this summer 3   Kentwell 
Hall in the south-east of England. It’s a big, old Tudor house, with 
fields and forests around it. The Tudors 4   in England 
from about 1485 to 1600. 

Every summer, more than 700 people of all ages from all over the 
world come here to live as Tudors 5   to learn about 
life in England in the Tudor times. So that’s why Alice is wearing 
the clothes from that time in history and cooking breakfast. 

Schools and the general public buy tickets to visit the house so 
they can experience life in Tudor England. They can see the 
‘family’, the servants and the labourers doing their daily 
6  . They can hear conversations and even smell 
the cooking. It’s lots of fun and a great experience. 

Alice says, ‘It’s fun, but hard work. When we’re 
living as Tudors, we haven’t got washing 
machines or fridges. There 7   TVs, 
computers or phones. Life is much easier 
now, I think, 8   we’ve got so many 
gadgets to help us!’ 
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2–3
 Writing T

1 Look at the photo of Dan’s favourite place. Which geographical  
features can you see in the photo? 

2 Now read Dan’s description of his favourite place. Match the  
questions (a–d) to the paragraphs (1–4).

a   What can you do there?
b   Where is it?
c   When is a good time to go there?
d   What’s it like?

3 Write a description (100–150 words) of your favourite place. Answer these questions.

 Where is it?
 What’s it like? (What geographical features are there? Use nouns and adjectives.)
 When is the best time to go there? (Use because, so, but, and.)
 What do you like doing there? (Use because, so, but, and.)

My favourite place in the world is 
Carrick Beach. It’s in the south-west 
of Scotland. 

To get to the beach, you drive down a 
narrow track from the main road. The 
track goes down the valley, through 
the woods and across a little river, 
and it ends at the beach. The beach is 
U-shaped, white and sandy. On the left, 
there are some interesting dark caves to 
explore and rocks to climb on. 

I love this place because it’s quiet and 
beautiful. It’s never crowded – even in 
summer. That’s the best time to go, because 
the weather is usually warm and dry, and the 
days are long.

I love swimming there, and looking at bats 
in the caves. There’s a horse riding centre 
nearby, so I often go riding on the beach. It’s 
a great place for photography, because you 
can see wonderful sunsets here too.

43
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My favourite place…
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2–3
 Speaking T

Student A

1 You’re at a party with Student B, but you don’t know many people. You only  
know the boys and Student B only knows the girls. Ask Student B questions  
about the girls and write their names in the correct place in the picture.

1 Sophie 2 Sally 3 Julia 4 Lucy 5 Alison

2 Now answer Student B’s questions about the boys at the party.

Useful language
What’s Sophie doing? Is Sophie …-ing?
Has she got dark hair?
Is she wearing glasses?

✁

Student B

1 You’re at a party with Student A, but you don’t know many people. You only  
know the girls and Student A only knows the boys. Answer Student A’s questions  
about the girls.

2 Now ask Student A questions about the boys and write their names in  
the correct place in the picture.

1 Ricky 2 Mike 3 Jim 4 Joe 5 Alex 

Useful language
What’s Ricky doing? Is Ricky …-ing?
Has he got dark hair?
Is he playing the guitar?

Ricky

Julia
Sophie

Sally
Lucy

Alison

Mike

Jim Alex Joe
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